The cost of rising food prices and what it
means for the Social Centers
In the last few years, the rising cost of food have affected everyone. Households,
businesses, and organizations have all taken a hit on their finances due to this uptick in
food costs. Because of this, ASI has no choice but to adjust Social Center meal prices
according to what is needed to cover the cost of the meals we serve.

As of July 1st – Price increases of Social Center Meals.
x Lunch - The donation cost of $2.00 for the lunch meal offered through the Pennsylvania Department of Aging
(PDA) will remain the same. The actual cost of the meal will increase to $4.70. This is a .20 cent increase. Those
under sixty will be required to pay the new amount.
x Breakfast - The required cost of the breakfast meal will be $3.50. This doesn't include breakfast fundraisers.
x Dinner - The required cost of the evening meal will be $5.00. This doesn't include dinner fundraisers.
Often, senior participants have questions about the meals and how the price of them are determined. To answer
this, it is important to give a brief rundown on the meal programs offered at the Social Centers.
The meals served at the Centers are daily lunches, and breakfast and dinner meals. There is a distinct difference between
the lunch program and the other meals that are offered.

Lunch Program
The ASI Social Centers, along with hundreds of other Senior
Centers across the Keystone state offer nutritious meals per
the PDA required guidelines.
Participants sometimes inquire how the meal menu and the
nutritional value of the food are determined. PDA is
responsible for setting the nutritional requirements of the
food served. Menus are then made from these regulations by
licensed dieticians. When completed they are then submitted
back to the state for final approval. These meals are funded through lottery funds and other resources.
The lunch meals are donation based. They are available to individuals 60 and older, and their spouses. They are
usually served around noon. Reservations are required the day before by noon to receive a lunch.
Participants under sixty are not eligible for the state lunch program, therefore they must pay the full cost of the
meal to receive a lunch. ASI only charges the actual cost of the meal to these consumers and does not make a
profit.

Breakfast and Dinners
Some of the ASI Social Centers offer weekly breakfasts and dinners, other
centers offer these additional meals periodically. These types of meals do not fall
under the state lunch program. Therefore, there are no regulations on what type
of food is being served. The Centers are free to choose what type of menus they
wish to have at their facilities. They shop locally and cook the meals on the day
they are serving them. To cover the expense of the food, participants are required
to pay a set price for the meal. Because ASI is a non-profit organization, the
money collected for the meal is only used to cover the cost of the food provided.
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Beat the Heat

UIF CPEZ BU 65 4PVUIXFTUFSO .FEJDBM
$FOUFSi0OFJTJODSFBTJOHIPXNVDICMPPE
Staying Safe in the Summertime/*)
GMPXTUPUIFTLJO5IFPUIFSJTIPXNVDIXF
TXFBUw /FJUIFS PG UIFTF XPSLT BT XFMM JO
After a long winter cooped up, the arrival of sunny days can make
k you eager to
PMEFS BEVMUT  $SBOEBMM TBZT 5IBU NBLFT JU
be outside. Getting outdoors can be good for you in many ways. It provides
NPSF EJGGJDVMU GPS UIFN UP DPPM PGG )JT
opportunities for exercise. It can also boost your mental health.
SFTFBSDIIBTTIPXOUIBUTJUUJOHJOGSPOUPGB
#VUBTUIFIFBUSJTFT TPNFIFBMUISJTLTBMTP GBO JODSFBTFE PMEFS BEVMUT CPEZ
Wise
e Choices
JODSFBTF*OUFOTFIFBUDBOQVUTUSBJOPO
UFNQFSBUVSFJOFYUSFNFIFBU5IBUTCFDBVTF
Protect Yourself From
CPUIZPVSCPEZBOECSBJO5PPNVDIIFBU UIFZ XFSFOU TVGGJDJFOUMZ TXFBUJOH XIFO UIF
the Heat and Sun
DBODBVTFBIFBUSFMBUFEJMMOFTTDBMMFE
IPU BJS XBT CMPXJOH PWFS UIFJS TLJO 5IJT
IZQFSUIFSNJB.JMEIZQFSUIFSNJBDBO
TVHHFTUT UIBU PMEFS BEVMUT NBZ OFFE UP VTF
● ŽŽƵƚĚŽŽƌĂĐƚŝǀŝƚŝĞƐĚƵƌŝŶŐƚŚĞ
DBVTFEJTDPNGPSU MJLFNVTDMFDSBNQTPS
PUIFSXBZTUPLFFQDPPM TVDIBTHPJOHUPBO
ĐŽŽůĞƐƚƉĂƌƚŽĨƚŚĞĚĂǇ͕ŝŶƚŚĞ
TXFMMJOHJOUIFBOLMFTBOEGFFU
BJSDPOEJUJPOFEQMBDF
ĞĂƌůǇŵŽƌŶŝŶŐŽƌĞǀĞŶŝŶŐ͘
Heat exhaustion is more serious. It
5PP NVDI IFBU JT OPU TBGF GPS BOZPOF *G
● ǆĞƌĐŝƐĞŝŶĂŶĂŝƌͲĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶĞĚ
occurs when your body can no longer
ZPVSF PVUTJEF JO UIF heat, drink lots of
ƐƉĂĐĞŝĨƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ͘KƌĚŽǁĂƚĞƌ
keep itself cool. You may start to feel
water. Don’t try to exercise or do a lot of
ǁŽƌŬŽƵƚƐ͘
dizzy or nauseated. Other symptoms
activities outdoors when it’s hot.
include feeling thirsty, weak, or
● dƌǇƚŽƐƚĂǇŝŶƚŚĞƐŚĂĚĞǁŚĞŶ
If you start to feel sick in the heat, rest in a
ŽƵƚĚŽŽƌƐĚƵƌŝŶŐƉĞĂŬƐƵŶůŝŐŚƚ͘
uncoordinated.
cool place and drink plenty of fluids. If you
The most extreme form of Iyperthermia think someone has heat stroke, get them
● ƌŝŶŬƉůĞŶƚǇŽĨůŝƋƵŝĚƐ͕ĞƐƉĞĐŝĂůůǇ
is heat stroke. Heat stroke is lifeǁĂƚĞƌ͘ǀŽŝĚĚƌŝŶŬƐƚŚĂƚĐŽŶƚĂŝŶ
to a cool place and call 911.
threatening, so seek medical help right
ĂůĐŽŚŽůŽƌĐĂĨĨĞŝŶĞ͘
“Shade is your friend,” Crandall says. “If
away. Symptoms include fainting or
you’re going out to exercise or mow the
● tĞĂƌƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝǀĞĐůŽƚŚŝŶŐ͕ƐƵĐŚĂƐ
having trouble walking. You may start
lawn, take breaks in the shade.”
ŚĂƚƐ͕ůŽŶŐͲƐůĞĞǀĞƐŚŝƌƚƐ͕ĂŶĚůŽŶŐ
feeling confused or agitated. You can also If possible, go into an airconditioned
ƉĂŶƚƐƚŽďůŽĐŬŽƵƚƚŚĞƐƵŶ͛Ɛ
feel very hot but not sweat or have dry,
ŚĂƌŵĨƵůƌĂǇƐ͘ŚŽŽƐĞůŝŐŚƚͲ
room for a while. “That time you’re inside,
flushed skin.
ĐŽůŽƌĞĚ͕ůŽŽƐĞͲĨŝƚƚŝŶŐĐůŽƚŚŝŶŐ͘
your core temperature is going to be
Some people are more at risk for
cooled,” Crandall explains. “If you stay
● hƐĞƐƵŶƐĐƌĞĞŶƚŚĂƚďůŽĐŬƐďŽƚŚ
heat-related illness than others. That
outside, it may just go up and up and up.”
hsĂŶĚhsƌĂĚŝĂƚŝŽŶ͘ŚŽŽƐĞĂ
includes infants and young children, and If you want to exercise outside in the
ƐƵŶƉƌŽƚĞĐƚŝŽŶĨĂĐƚŽƌ;^W&ͿŽĨĂƚ
those with certain health conditions,
ůĞĂƐƚϭϱ͕ƉƌĞĨĞƌĂďůǇϯϬ͘ZĞĂƉƉůǇ
summer, start slow. “It takes about 10
such as heart, lung, or kidney disease.
ĨƌĞƋƵĞŶƚůǇ͘
days to two weeks to get acclimated to
Older adults are the most heat sensitive.
hotter temperatures,” Crandall says.
● hƐĞƐƵŶŐůĂƐƐĞƐƚŚĂƚďůŽĐŬďŽƚŚ
That’s because the body’s ability to cool
Heat isn’t the only hazard during the
hsĂŶĚhs͘
itself changes as we get older.
summer. It’s also important to protect
● /ĨǇŽƵĚŽŶ͛ƚŚĂǀĞĂŝƌĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶŝŶŐ͕ 5IFSFBSFUXPNBJOXBZTZPVSCPEZ
your
skin and your eyes from the sun.
ŬĞĞƉǇŽƵƌŚŽŵĞĂƐĐŽŽůĂƐ
SFHVMBUFTJUTUFNQFSBUVSF FYQMBJOT%S
4FFUIF8JTF$IPJDFTCPYGPSUJQTUPLFFQ
ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ͘
$SBJH$SBOEBMM XIPTUVEJFTIFBUFGGFDUTPO TBGFJOUIFIFBU
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